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high-popularity Chinese stars
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In China, fan participation in media production is becoming more mainstream

and diverse, and fan groups themselves are developing perceptible emotional

attributes; thus, studies on a�ective labor involving fans are gradually increasing in

number. Fan-controlled comments are a feature of fan culture that has received

much attention due to their rapid growth and influence. This study uses sentiment

analysis and keyword analysis to examine the main types of “emotions” felt by

today’s fans of highly popular stars and classifies them into four categories: idols,

fan communities, the self, and the outside world. Both positive and negative

emotions coexist. The study found that fans engage in this kind of obligatory

a�ective labor, creating second-hand exchanges for personal spiritual enrichment,

and focusing more on building and expressing emotions. In addition, as a�ective

laborers, they gain a sense of belonging to a fan community and form group

symbols because of their shared emotions and concerns. Throughout the process

of controlling comments, the time and energy of the fan groups are consumed,

their emotions are controlled, and their behavior is restrained; however, the

immediate purpose they want to achieve is not achieved. What seems to be an

active choice is a trap of alienated labor, bound, and controlled by forces.

KEYWORDS

a�ective labor, Chinese fan community, media, emotion, sentiment analysis, keyword

analysis

1. Introduction

Media discourse has long been considered to profoundly influence social norms and

ideologies. However, the Internet has extensively blurred the boundaries between media

and private discourse over the past two decades. The convenience and uniformity of the

Internet have allowed ordinary people to participate in media production, and the Web

has provided opportunities and platforms for people to do so. In the age of streaming

media, people can easily post information on social networks, and the Internet’s ease of use

and accessibility allows users to interact and engage in interactive behaviors through their

comments. Fans no longer seem to be a subcultural group in the traditional sense. In China,

fan participation in media production is becoming more mainstream and diverse, and fan

groups themselves carry perceptible emotional attributes. Thus, the study of affective labor

involving fans is gradually increasing. The purpose of fan-controlled comments is to control

comments and suppress negative information. A common tactic is to make many similar

comments under star-related content, so that these comments are ranked at the top, such as

favorable comments and replies to positive comments, while argue with negative comments

to get them below in the comments section (Jiang, 2019). Fan-controlled comments are
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one of the major characteristics of fan culture, and the “data

fervor” they bring has given rise to ultra-high-power consumption,

while the data are one of the criteria for judging whether a high-

popularity star is commercially valuable, leading countless fan data

laborers to voluntarily participate in Chinese capital games (Hu and

Liu, 2021).

Tencent QQ Music, China’s music streaming platform, has

become the most popular way for young music fans to acquire

and listen to music because of its decentralization, interactivity,

freedom of choice, and portability, thereby creating the most active

and satisfied users. The platform has a comment section where fans

worldwide share their emotional experiences of the same songs

with regular users in a virtual comment section. Social media has

become a window for users to communicate mutually through

self-expression (Literat and Kligler-Vilenchik, 2021). The term

prosumer, a combination of the terms producer and consumer,

was first proposed by American futurist Alvin Toffler in The Third

Wave. Toffler (1984) argued that the boundary between consumers

and producers is increasingly blurred and that consumers also

assume the function of the producer in the process of consumption.

In the context of high popularity and high commercial value, fan

groups are no longer mere consumers, but combine the roles of

consumers and producers. Jenkins (2006a) mentioned that fandom

is a vehicle formarginalized subcultural groups (women, the young,

and so on) to create a space for their cultural concerns within

dominant representations. Fandom is a method of appropriating

media texts and rereading them in a fashion that serves different

interests. This is a way of transforming mass culture into popular

culture. According to the China Top Stream Fan Circle Report

(Fandom Beijing, 2020). However, Wang Yibo did not become

popular until 2019, when he played the role of Lan Zhan in The

Untamed, which was adapted from a serial novel with millions

of fans, Master Devil. Additionally, because he and the other

main character, Xiao Zhan, are handsome and fit the aesthetic

that currently appeals to youth, they have caused a wave of “CP”

fans. According to Ren (2021), CP is an abbreviation for coupling

that was first used in Japanese ACGN fan-fiction in reference to

male same-sex pairings. This has since expanded in scope. On the

“Archive of Our Own” (AO3) platform, CP fans created many

fictions. At the end of February 2020, Xiao Zhan’s fans sparked

widespread controversy by writing the romantic relationship of

Wang Yibo and Xiao Zhan on AO3, which restricted the use of the

website in China and caused a widespread public outcry. However,

Wang Yibo retained a large group of loyal fans that supported

him after the AO3 incident. Whether it concerns the products he

endorses or the events he attends, his fans fully supported him.

Song (2021) suggested that fan group seem to have no entry criteria

for labeling themselves as fans of a particular star. However, fan

group are also regulated by social groups. Both Wang Yibo’s fan

group and other Chinese highly popular star fan groups have

well-managed community organizations, including data stations,

controlled comment groups, purification groups against attacks on

stars, and copywriting groups.

Liu (2014) described an interview with Xiao Zhan and Wang

Yibo fans, including a circle of the CP fan community, and learned

that they dedicated 16 primary schools in the names of their

stars as acts of charity. In the era of streaming media, “fans” are

no longer scattered; they have formed community groups and

become a new form of community. Jenkins (2006b) regards media

convergence as a form of sociocultural transformation. In the

new media environment, the user is not only a viewer but also a

participant, producing newmodes of cultural production through a

new social structure powered by collective intelligence, to influence

the content of the communication itself as well as society. In their

interactive rituals, they generate corresponding group identities

and cohesion.

Duffett (2013) highlights the importance of music content in

the creation and maintenance of fan culture. He argued that music

fans are not just passive consumers of music content, but are

active participants who create and shape their own fan cultures.

He noted that music fans engage in a range of activities including

attending concerts, participating in online forums, and creating

fan-generated content such as fan fiction, fan art, and fan videos.

He also explained how music fans develop strong attachments to

the music they love and how this attachment shapes their identity

and relationships with other fans. He also acknowledged the role of

technology in facilitating fan engagement and creating new forms

of fan expression. Edlom and Karlsson (2021) found that a study

of Robin’s fans showed that his fan motivations included enjoying

relationships with other fans and interacting online and offline with

a common fan circle. This motive seems similar to that of Wang

Yibo’s fans.

Therefore, this paper takes the fan groups of the top Chinese

popular star Wang Yibo as an example: the comment sections of

movie theme songs posted by him on the QQ Music platform, and

samples the comment sections of movie theme songs posted by

American star Billie Eilish on the same platform, using keyword

analysis methods and sentiment analysis methods to conduct

the study.

2. Literature review

2.1. Traceability of fan emotion research

Lewis’s (1992) The Adoring Audience Fan Culture and Popular

Media was an early result of the study of fan culture. Jenkins

(1992), in Textual Poachers: Television Fans, and Participatory

Culture view fans as active text producers. Following Jenkins, Fiske

(2001) in his Understanding Popular Culture points out that fans,

in their communication activities, often play symbolic and cultural

production roles in their communication activities. Furthermore,

they can contribute to the textual production of their fan

communities by transforming symbols or cultural representations

into information that can be disseminated among activist groups.

Zheng and Tan (2022) indicated that in practice, the criteria for

fan identification might vary greatly from one context to another,

because the criteria for self-identification as a fan are often different

across the entire fan community. For example, many sports fans

acquire their identity through family upbringing and are passed

down from father to child, especially in scenarios where there are

traditional regional teams (e.g., various city-based soccer teams).

There are also subcultures in which fans do not have a particularly

strong emotional connection to a celebrity or individual media

production, but rather a genre. For example, so-called “secondary

fans” of Japanese manga/anime and manga/anime culture are often
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not fans of a specific anime or manga but of products from

the aesthetic, logic, and industrial system of the Japanese anime

industry, be it manga, animation, games, or light novels.

Perhaps the most complex issue in determining the identity

of “fans” belongs to the identification of fans of idol stars on

Chinese social media platforms today. While some fans may call

themselves so simply because they “like it”, in the strict system of

online fan circles, “becoming a fan” sometimes involves complex

and specific ritualized behaviors. For example, in many celebrity-

fan circles, only the purchase of a certain number of cultural

products, endorsements, and other peripheral goods produced by

the celebrity is required to qualify as a fan and be recognized by the

fan community, involving consumption in a specific way and self-

identification on specific occasions. For example, onmicroblogging

platforms, some idol fan communities do not allow fans to follow

and post content frommore than two idols under the same account.

Studies of fan culture in China can be traced back to the 1990s.

With the development of Internet technology and the increasing

maturity of streaming technology, fans have shared information

about the emotional experiences of their idols within virtual

communities through platforms such as streaming media, based on

their love for their celebrities.

Researchers have often cited Collins’s (2009) interaction

ritual chain as an important theoretical basis for studying fan

communities. The central mechanism of the interaction ritual

chain theory is that high levels of mutual attention among

ritual participants are combined with high levels of emotional

connectedness, resulting in a sense of membership associated

with cognitive symbols and emotional energy for each participant,

making them feel confident, enthusiastic, and eager to engage

in the activity. These highly ritualistic aspects culminate in the

collective experience and peak of the individual’s life. Collins (2009)

described interaction rituals as a process with causal associations

and feedback loops, of which the four key components are (1) two

or more people gather in the same place and influence each other

by being present, (2) boundaries are set for outsiders, (3) people’s

attention is focused on a common object or activity confirmed

through mutual communication, and (4) people share a common

emotional or affective experience.

In the Internet era, the development of the Internet and new

media technologies has made it possible for people to express their

emotions in real time, both face-to-face and virtually, making it

possible to exchange information “without physical presence”. The

popularity of technology enables almost everyone to communicate

and interact via the Internet. In particular, the anonymity of

the Internet provides a safety net for fans to interact, and the

technology of virtual presence provides a platform for fans to

communicate, identify with, and belong to a group, promoting

the unity of the fan group and giving value to the growth of

fans. To a certain extent, these outcomes can promote the unity

of the fan base, give meaning to the values of fan growth,

and promote healthy operation of the interaction chain among

fans. The “virtual co-presence” of network technology breaks the

previous “physical co-presence”, giving fans in different spaces

and regions a “virtual” place for communication and interaction.

Compared with the previous physical presence, the virtual network

makes the communication and interaction of fans timelier and

more convenient.

2.2. Emotions in labor

Affective labor, which originates from the Italian Autonomous

Marxist School, refers to the necessary capacity of immaterial labor

to produce, cover, manage, transmit, regulate, and manipulate

social relations, feelings, and ideas (Nicholas, 2013). Emotional

labor contains both the exploitation of workers in the “digital

economy” and the potential for emancipation and subjectivity

of workers in the “gift economy” (Yang, 2020). This is different

from emotional labor as defined by American sociologist Arlie

Hochschild, which is an emotional management behavior that

people perform to maintain their image in society in line with the

emotional culture of society (Hochschild, 1983).

Hochschild (1983) proposed the concept of emotional labor,

which is the study of airline flight attendants’ service with a

smile. She found that in addition to physical and mental labor,

flight attendants must also comply with the company’s rules and

regulations to provide emotional labor to ensure that passengers

have positive feelings about the service they receive.

Affective labor is a concept similar to that proposed by Hardt

(1999), which is an extension of immaterial labor to describe the

emotional practice of communication between people in real or

virtual situations. Guo and Li (2021) suggests that the two belong to

different theoretical categories, which can easily lead to confusion

of concepts. Hochschild argues that the performance of emotions

in the private sphere has been commercially exploited in the public

sphere and has become a tool for commercial gain. Affective labor

comes into play through a set of laws that guide it by creating a

sense of the rights and obligations that govern the exchange of

emotions. Lazzarato (1996) proposed the concept of immaterial

labor, which can be collective and even exist only in the form

of networks and communication. Affective labor is a conceptual

extension of immaterial labor, and Negri and Hardt argue that it is

one of the most important components of immaterial labor, which

includes the production of emotions, control of the production

process, and the product—which is also an emotion or a state of life

that underlies and generates a sense of connection and belonging to

the outside world.

Yang (2020) pointed out that fans do not develop a unified

class consciousness or cultural self-consciousness in affective

labor, even if they take the initiative to control comments,

make data, and so on. This does not mean that they gain the

emancipation of subjectivity; rather, such affective labor refers to

gaining the initiative. Further, there are certain differences between

emotional and affective labor in the processes of production

and exploitation. From the perspective of Autonomist Marxism,

Terranova (2000) introduces the concept of “digital labor” to

describe the pervasive, conscious, and voluntary online behavior

of Internet users that is decoupled from the capitalist pay system

(unpaid) and that feels pleasurable. Applying Marx’s definition

of labor and utility value, Zhu and Huang (2020) point out that

both satisfy people’s specific emotional needs, but the emotional

use value in affective labor not only satisfies people’s needs

but also provides a certain usefulness and creates use value

in terms of political economy through the goods produced

by capital.

This study explores the former type of affective labor. The

“affective labor” shared between fans and idols is the key to the
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continuous interaction between them and the generation of digital

labor. In one instance, idols produce a series of “fan welfare” actions

and behaviors that allow fans to enter imaginary virtual intimacy. In

contrast, fans consciously use social media to form highly organized

and disciplined support groups and then solidify and reinforce

their relationship with idols through a variety of support activities.

In addition, fans form and enhance peer friendships through

collaborative teamwork (Chen, 2018). The interaction between fans

from different regions is based on the condition of a common

favorite star, and group identification allows them to establish

their own virtual intimacy, which is maintained by a new type of

affective labor.

“Alienation” is one of the most important concepts in Marx’s

political and economic critique. After considering the process of

capitalist commodity production in its entirety, Marx and Engels

(1975) points out that the product produced by the worker is

only a summary of his activities and production. The product is

externalized and production itself is an active externalization. In

turn, this externalization of labor is manifested in the worker’s

self-denial and self-sacrifice of labor, reflecting the alienation and

compulsion of labor in the workers themselves. In other words, the

worker’s labor is not his own autonomous labor; it is the labor of

the capitalist, and this labor itself means the loss of the worker’s

self. In the context of diversifiedmedia forms, fans no longer simply

follow idols and worship idols and idol-related goods, but gradually

participate in the production and packaging of idols and penetrate

all aspects of idol growth.

2.3. Research subjects

In the past 2 years, owing to the rapid development of streaming

media, the conflict between online and offline media has led the

domestic and international film industries with controversy, while

the difference between fan communities and ordinary users has

becomemore obvious. In 2019, the streaming film Roma, produced

by Netflix, caused great controversy and was the most nominated

film at the Academy Awards that year. The theme song, “When I

Was Older”, was sung by American singer-songwriter Billie Eilish.

In China, the 2020 movie Lost in Russia was boycotted by industry

insiders. Because of the coronavirus pandemic, it was the firstmovie

in China to be shown online instead of in theaters, and this created

much controversy. Its theme song, “DearMom”, was sung byWang

Yibo. After the song was released on Tencent’s music platform, his

fan base “controlled comments” in the song’s comment section, but

not all users had the same opinion about the song.

The behavior of “controlling comments” is a common practice

in fandom culture, but it is a new phenomenon in the Internet

environment. In addition, Wang (2023a), a highly popular Chinese

star, has 40 million followers on Weibo (Wang, 2023b), a

commonly used social media platform in China, as of December

2022, and 1.682 million fans on the QQ music platform, making

him one of the top-ranked Chinese stars there. Checking the

comment section for his “Dear Mom” song, we found that most

comments were positive and favorable comments from fans (Eilish,

2023), indicative of a fan-controlled comment section. Although

Billie Eilish has more fans than Wang Yibo on QQ Music, her

song comment section presents a different picture, with no obvious

fan-controlled comments.

Both songs served as theme songs for the controversial

streaming film, thus encapsulating the theme and promoting

it. The lyrical content of Wang Yibo’s “Dear Mom” is meant

to express deep feelings for his mother, while Billie’s “When I

Was Older” is more about self-expression, where the narrator

seems to be alone in both loneliness and happiness and in

sadness and pain. As Schubert (2013) suggested, psychology has

shown that emotions expressed by music are consistent with the

perceived emotions of listeners. Yu and Zhang (2022) argue that

communication involved in the emotional coherence of music

resonates with society, and that the emotional experience it evokes

is a borderless language that elicits “empathy” and contains the

ability to communicate, thus allowing people to connect and bridge

effective communication. The comments on the song “When I

Was Older” included those who thought the emotions expressed

in the song resonated with them and those who thought the song

helped them understand the movie more deeply. In the comment

section of “Dear Mom”, although some listeners said the song

resonated with them and reminded them of their own mothers,

there were more comments from fans who praised Wang Yibo.

Therefore, this study classifies Wang Yibo fans’ emotions from the

perspective of affective labor to better categorize the types of fans’

emotions from a functional perspective. Sentiment and keyword

analyses of the song comment sections of both have helped us gain

a deeper understanding of the emotional labor of fans of popular

Chinese stars.

3. Methods

In this digital online space, users can comment on the content

they experience, reflecting on community motivation and the

possibility of belonging (Waugh, 2017). Among them is the fan

base, a product created in the context of the Internet that is growing

in number and influence. They share their feelings online in music

comment sections, and the data generated by these comments

can be used to analyze the emotions they express after listening

to music.

The way fans control comments create a landscape on

social networks, such as unifying copies to occupy the front

row of comment sections, liking and replying to positive

comments, and reporting negative comments. These complex

operations often overlook the negative effects of fans’ emotions.

The following research questions were proposed based on the

previous combinations:

Q1: How much influence do stars singing on the two theme

songs have on fan listeners?

Q2: What emotional characteristics do users exhibit when

participating in comments on the two songs on Tencent’s

music platform?

Q3: Can the act of controlling comments and producing data

carried out by fans on the QQMusic platform be considered a

type of affective labor? Does its nature tend to be exploited or

does it build and express emotions?
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3.1. Research design

Sentiment analysis, also known as sentiment disposition

analysis or opinion mining, refers to the use of natural

language processing, text mining, and computational linguistics

to identify and extract subjective information from original

material, enabling the analysis of positive and negative opinions,

emotions, and evaluations expressed using natural language.

Sentiment analysis can be used to analyze fan comments on social

media platforms or online forums in order to determine the

predominant emotions expressed by fans (Xia and Shan, 2018).

This information can provide valuable insights into fans’ emotional

experiences, including their level of satisfaction, excitement,

and frustration with the content, artist, and fan community.

Sentiment analysis is a popular research topic in the computer

science, electronic communication, business economics, and other

disciplines. According to Zhong et al. (2021), research on sentiment

analysis focuses mainly on social media, online reviews, and

business investments.

3.2. Data collection

Python has many third-party libraries that inherit the power

and versatility of traditional compiled languages, andmanages large

datasets, making it ideal for complex projects (Shelar and Huang,

2018). Python also draws on the ease of using simple scripting

and interpreting languages with web crawling and data analysis

capabilities, combining other programming languages. According

to Zhu and Jing (2019)’s research, the crawling process has 4

steps, after finding the comment link, sending the request, getting

the response content, to parse the content and save the data. On

this basis, the Figure 1 was designed. First, Pycharm, a Python

FIGURE 1

QQ music comment text data crawling ideas.

development tool built by JetBrains, was used for the preliminary

crawling of the original comment text. The first step of this study

used Python version 3.10 to write the program, run the code

through Pycharm, and access the web content in TxT format via

crawling, as shown below:

3.3. Data preprocessing

Post-crawling, 15,698 valid online comments for two songs

were crawled from 28 April to 1 May 2022 and stored in a database.

Next, the comment text was preprocessed, and the program was

written in Python to exclude QQ Music user IDs while retaining

the comment text content.

3.4. Research analysis

The following analytical operations were performed on the

collected review texts:

(1) Sentiment analysis was performed using the Natural Language

Toolkit (NLTK) and Jieba to calculate the sentiment tendencies

of the two song reviews.

(2) Plotting the sentiment polarity distribution and visualizing

the data.

(3) Word-frequency calculation using Jieba and

word-cloud technology.

(4) Mining the specific sentiments behind review texts using word-

frequency ranking and word-cloud graphs.

4. Results

4.1. Python sentiment analysis

4.1.1. QQ music comments text sentiment scores
Natural language processing (NLP) research

relies heavily on sentiment analysis and opinion

mining (Li and Wu, 2010). NLTK is a popular

NLP library that uses NLTK to evaluate whether

comments in a collected database are positive, negative,

or neutral.

The scoring interval was 0–1, and the sentiment

intensity of each comment was classified as positive,

negative, or neutral. Each comment was read and analyzed

for sentiment values, and a value between 0 and 1 was

generated. When the value is >0.5, the sentiment polarity

of the comment is positively biased; when the score is

<0.5, the sentiment polarity is negatively biased. When

the value was further increased from 0.5, it was more

emotionally biased.

The visualization results of sentiment analysis of the

comment-crawl data for the two songs are shown in Figure 2.

Notably, the positive fetch values were remarkably high

with strong emotional colors. There were some negative

fetches, but fewer than positive ones, indicating that most

users praised the experience of the two songs, showing
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FIGURE 2

Sentiment scores for the QQ music comments.

positive emotional characteristics, with relatively few neutral

comments that did not express emotional polarity. The

comments also show polarization but are more positive than

negative, indicating that the two songs are well-liked by QQ

music users.

4.2. Word frequency

4.2.1. Word-frequency statistics for sentiment
analysis of Jieba and word-cloud combinations

Shi (2020) mentioned the Jieba Chinese tool is a widely used

and effective open-source word-splitting tool with an integrated

Python library that is easy and convenient. Although NLTK has

been more proficient in applying emotional tendencies to English

comments, it is still necessary for Chinese word expressions to

disassemble Chinese comments with the help of a word-splitter and

then delve into emotionally focused hot words obtained through

word-frequency statistics. Keywords appearing at a frequency of

3,500 or more were classified as positive, neutral, or negative

(according to the user’s understanding).

Positive: Yibo, mom, gentle, good listen, cheer, ah ah ah, voice,

expect, warm, joy, moving, hope, like, baby.

Neutral: really, this song, yourself, one, definitely, home, always.

Negative: none.

Positive sentiment was mainly related to the stars’ work

and the users’ moods, especially fans, while the neutral and

negative keywords clearly showed that the fan community has a

different, appreciative, and critical attitude toward the text than

the general users who maintain their distance (Fiske, 2001). The

negative keyword “plagiarism” did not appear until word frequency

143, where it was mentioned that the composition of the song

“Dear Mom” is highly similar to “Daddy” by the British singing

group, Coldplay.

The rapid development of the Internet has provided a

technological guarantee for the gathering of fan communities, and

Lull (2012) mentioned that modern technology has reconstructed

the distance of culture in time and space so that people who

do not know each other are united by common passions and

the same views, forming an “interpretive community”. Xu and

Guo (2022) explained that fan communities share a common idol,

find an organization, come together through individual emotional

expressions, and use instant communication technology and social

media to communicate in a dislocated time and space, thus

interacting in a virtual environment. People’s images and behaviors

are often hidden in this environment, presented only in words and

images, because the transmission of emotions is no longer face-

to-face but in the corresponding media environment, solving the

disadvantages of time and space so that participants in different

spatial areas can also gain a sense of identity and belonging in the

interaction (Wang, 2020).

The word-frequency graph (Figure 3) shows that the most

common word was “Yibo”, while other words, such as “mom,”

“gentle,” and “voice,” were frequently used. In the chart of the

frequency of comments on the two songs, “Yibo” occupied first

place, while the frequency of another singer’s name, Billie (Eilish;

“Bili” in Chinese), was only 11th. The frequency of “mom” was

1,947, but the frequency of “Roma” was only 11, showing that the

Chinese idol stars’ fan communities are uniform in their behavior

of “controlling comments” and “making data”.

Meanwhile, analyzing the keywords and crawlers’ comments

demonstrates that the Chinese fan community for foreign stars is

not as strong as that for Chinese idols. These behaviors correspond

to important components of Collins’s (2009) interaction ritual

chain theory, in which fans use their common favorite celebrity

objects as source texts to create and share subtexts and

meanings with the commenting community. Through this sharing

behavior, they experience pleasure and emotional resonance.

Ritual interactions between groups manifest personal emotions

generated by group members, which are transmitted among

members to form group feelings that become the core of group

cohesion. Moreover, in this fan interpretive community, fans are

participants who use new technologies and are enthusiastic about

the web.
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FIGURE 3

Top 3,500 frequently recurring words.

FIGURE 4

Word-cloud analysis.

To further analyze the crawled text, this study combined

Jieba word frequency analysis in Python with word cloud

visualizations which, from the perspective of word frequency, could

achieve a more intuitive sentiment analysis. As shown in the

word visualization cloud chart in Figure 4, word frequency was

distributed by font size and the lexical nature of the high-frequency

words analyzed was unified in the sentiment analysis results.

Among the keywords in Figures 3, 4, “Yibo,” “really,” “we,” “like,”

and other high-frequency words showed the identity of fans

and their liking for their idols, inspiring emotions through

understanding of and identification with their idols. The keywords

clearly show traces of Wang Yibo’s fans’ affective labor, because the
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TABLE 1 Fan emotion category.

Emotion Main load-bearing forms Representation techniques

Moved, happy, like Idol-related positive texts “The gentle melody performed by Yibo has its own kind of touch.” “I’m glad that I knew him at

the right time and always liked him.” “Wang Yibo deserves to say that someone likes and

appreciates him.”

Sense of connection of

fan base

Fans’ interactive behavior “Yibo must miss his mom a lot.”—“Yibo must have missed his mom a lot since he left his mom

and dad are side to go to Korea alone since he was 13 years old”.

Self-pride Complimentary text from fans “He is the spiritual pillar in my depressed life.” “My little friend has been fighting alone for more

than a decade and has suffered more than a decade of abuse, and he deserves it, doesn’t he”.

“Yibo has grown up to be a man on top”.

Anger Quarrel with other users “Go listen to the original version, the song is copied.”—“Funny, pig, no one asks you to listen, it

is Yibo sings only to listen, the words of others do not listen at all. Unconvinced to fight.”

frequency of the words in front of the ranking is uniform, especially

the word “Yibo”, showing positive emotions. This indicates that

this is not done by individual fans but by an organized group of

fans collectively. In contrast to Wang Yibo’s fan base, Billie Eilish’s

Chinese fan base is not as unified and disciplined as Wang Yibo’s

because of the differences in country, culture, language, etc., since

she is an American star.

Fans, as “active audiences”, are not imprisoned by the

ideological hegemony of capitalism, but they play the role of

“laborers” and become power laborers in the whole popular

culture industry, and eventually gain profits from the capital. With

the development of Internet technology, the Internet has had a

deeper and more profound impact on people’s lifestyles. Internet

culture is also changing people’s thoughts, behavioral patterns, and

values, creating a new social phenomenon and cultural form. For

example, Zhang and Negus (2020) mentioned that fan “data fervor

has given female fans a sense of control along with a sense of

accomplishment, certainty, and confidence.

Based on the previous analysis, Wang Yibo’s fans overcame

the limitations of time and space within power differences to

unite as a decentralized online community to control comments,

likes, interactions, and social behaviors on the QQ music platform,

thereby achieving self-positioning and identity. Fans buy and watch

movies featuring Wang Yibo, download their movie theme songs,

and help the star to promote them on the Internet, as secondary

creation is a kind of consumer behavior in which they engage in

such obligatory emotional labor and exchange secondary creation

for personal spiritual enrichment, which tends to be more of an

emotional establishment and expression.

4.3. Keyword analysis

As shown in the word visualization cloud chart, fans’ feelings

toward their idols were relatively similar, and these emotions were

all intertwined. According to the word cloud chart, we find that

the main keywords are “Mom,” “Yibo,” “Gentle,” and others. After

hiding these positive words, we obtain neutral words like “Looking

forward to,” “Thank you,” “Hope,” etc. After continuing to hide

words, we obtain negative words such as “Zhao Yingjun”, whichis

“Dear Moms” creator (as it was noted by netizens that “Dear Mom”

copied Coldplay’s “Daddy”), “Copy”, and “Sick”. Therefore, we

combined the previously crawled comments after subdividing and

organizing them into the following four categories, as presented in

Table 1.

In this study, fan emotions were divided into positive and

negative. They are divided into several parts: idols, the fan

community, themselves, and the external community.

With idols, fans generate emotions such as “like” moving, “like”

happy, and “like” through positive texts related to idols. When

appreciating idols, they often have a filtered perspective, and in

the interactive behaviors such as making controlled comments or

secondary creation of idol-related texts, they realize their fantasies

and generate a sense of access to virtual relationships, giving rise to

various identities such as “mom fans” and “girlfriend fans”.

For fan communities, the Internet provides a platform for

fans to communicate with each other, regardless of time and

space, where fans communicate and interact with each other, thus

generating emotional resonance to gain a sense of connection

and belonging.

For themselves, fans feel a sense of pride through

complimentary texts. They believe that the achievements of

their idols (charts, box office, awards, or even making a popular

movie or singing a popular song) are relevant to them, and

when fans are proud of their idols, they also project this pride

onto themselves.

Externally, fans absolutely defend their idols when stars

experience what they perceive as injustice, or when their interests

are compromised. Venting anger usually takes the form of conflicts

with other users or groups, such as name-calling and the continued

control of comments.

The interactive content of the categories showed that emotional

connections further generated a sense of identity among fans. They

build a new sense of self in the process of deeply loving Wang

Yibo. For example, when Wang Yibo’s music ranked high on the

music charts, they felt proud as if it had been their accomplishment.

Conversely, if Wang Yibo were maligned, they would unite and

fight against the attack as if they were the ones being abused.

For instance, when Wang Yibo’s music was questioned, they

commented on persuading the other side to explain that Wang

Yibo without any problems. With fast-paced social development,

people have been under pressure from all sides. The development

of the Internet has brought power to fans. Baym and Burnett

(2009) points out that fan participation is real and has never

been more important or valuable. They have become gatekeepers,

filters, and influencers on a scale that has not previously been
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achieved in the Internet era. The ideal love that is unavailable

in real life and the benefits of honor that are unreachable in the

professional arena can be achieved by supporting celebrities and

their conduct.

5. Discussion

The American scholar Hardt (1999) used the concept of

affective labor to describe the act of putting people’s emotions into

practice in real or virtual sexual exchanges and communications,

arguing that the entertainment and similar cultural industries focus

on the production or manipulation of emotions. In this Internet

ecology, celebrity icons serve as “bait” to attract fans to move in and

start producing actions. According to data support, fans continue to

engage in affective labor and are willing to work hard in an affective

labor factory based on the virtual relationships and emotional

connections they conceive with their idols. Based on the QQMusic

platform alone, the results of the word-frequency ranking and word

cloud again showed that the influence of the Wang Yibo on his

fans was quite deep in “Dear Mom”, while the influence of Billie

Eilish on her Chinese fans was much less. Usually, each comment

on QQ Music is a sentence or paragraph containing words, and

after removing the stop words, the remaining text contains different

emotions. The above sentiment analysis of QQMusic comment text

made it easy to see that although positive sentiment was greater

than neutral or negative sentiment, the three sentiments coexisted

and belonged to a complex set of various sentiments.

Through the classification of emotional categories, many

fans in the comment section controlled their comment

ranking, influencing each other while including their mutual

communication experiences to generate pleasure and emotional

resonance. This “fanatic” behaviors made people focus only

on Wang Yibo himself while the comments of the fan group

“controlled” the comments, perhaps ignoring the work itself.

Liu (2014) indicated that interactive rituals are conducted

because of common concerns, enabling authentic emotions to

form a group symbol. When the identity of group members

is strengthened, their sense of belonging and solidarity is

also enhanced. As rituals continue to advance, the emotional

energy transmitted between individuals becomes stronger, driving

interactive rituals to continue and strengthen the identity of group

members, thereby forming a loop of interactive rituals.

In particular, when fans adopt behavior consistent with

the outside world, they gain a greater sense of belonging and

connection than in the past. In addition, membership in fan groups

increases fans’ sense of security in their lives. However, after the

communities established by hobbies meet the needs of personal

identity—social needs, the public’s “desirability needs” gradually

emerge, and fans actively join the process of content production

in social media and dissemination; the content and data produced

by them will eventually be free of charge. The content and data they

produce are owned for free, thus contributing to the appreciation of

digital capital. In other words, fan groups will continue to engage

in unpaid work to satisfy their need for a sense of belonging and

identity (Li, 2020).

From the fans’ point of view, idols, as commodities produced

with their input, are supposed to determine the future direction

of development, and their operations cannot deviate from fans’

ideas, as they need to operate as idols according to fans’ will.

Therefore, idols must be born as commodities that serve fans in

their image. Fans place their own ideas of perfection on their

idols; thus, their words, behavior, and appearance need to be

within the range of what fans accept with expectations; otherwise,

conflicts will arise, leading to defection cases. Idols that appear

contrary to fans’ expectations can be controversial, even if their

words and behavior do not violate moral principles or laws.

By losing the right to express themselves, idol personas become

homogenized, presenting the public with a uniform image of

sunshine, gentleness, and politeness, which often leads to the

collapse of the so-called personas. Different personalities are forced

to be the same, resulting in a lack of personal meaning, erosion,

and suppression of hidden personality traits and values (Lee,

2021).

Fan groups participate in market operations by virtue of their

consumption input, which has greatly influenced industries such

as film, television, and music,. They influence the entire industrial

ecology through voting, charting, and controlling comments. The

rating of works is no longer based on the good or bad quality

of the works but has become a product of fan influence (Chen,

2018). In addition, fan groups have the advantage of numbers, and

such manipulation of the industry with a strong subjective will to

control comments and give high scores to idols’ films or TV works

can produce a series of negative consequences. Hu and Liu (2021)

mentioned that fans create high popularity through explosive topics

day and night on the network media, bringing a lot of revenue

to the media capital without getting any substantial compensation

for themselves. In contrast, the labor of fans in the network media

is more emotional, and the feedback they receive from investing

their emotions is immaterial. The exploitation of capital is also

immaterial; however, fans are completely manipulated by capital

in an invisible manner. The affective labor, physical labor, and

consumption power that fans put into this are all manifestations

of their free labor. The value of fan data labor lies not only in its

reproduction of meaning, but also in the fact that fans, with their

consumption power, become the vane of themassmedia and capital

market, thus becoming a huge resource for commercial capital

to exploit.

As audiences of entertainment cultures, fans have more power

to speak, which is not a bad thing. Through the accumulation

of personal experiences, the group can provide more useful

opinions to the idols to achieve a positive interaction and incentive

mechanism, and the idols’ products are reviewed by fans, who

make choices and engage in critical behaviors to better develop

idols. However, as idols cannot show their personal will and must

satisfy the needs of their fans if they want more opportunities for

development, the power of unilateral control without restraint can

easily be alienated and degraded.

6. Conclusion

As the entertainment industry continues to evolve, fans drive

the China entertainment market, leading to a certain degree of

confusion. Based on Certeau’s idea of “poaching”, Jenkins (1992)

emphasized the subjectivity of fans who loot popular culture, seize
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the resources available to them, and create related secondary works

as part of their own cultural creation and social exchange. As

some scholars have argued about the theory of the “precariat”,

the inherent rebellious character of fans as a subcultural group,

there is great potential for fans to seek political subjects in new

domains. The significance or value of these data-based production

acts of charting and controlled commentary is that, in addition

to reflecting the dynamic nature of audiences in the new media

age and the diversity and even rebelliousness of interpreting

the meaning of texts, fans guide and drive the consumer social

market using collective action. Baldwin and McCracken (1999)

also critiqued the over-interpretation of fan behavior and said

that we should think about pleasure in terms of pleasure itself

instead of over-rationalizing the fanatical behaviors of fans as

something else.

The instrumental rationality and economic principles of

modern society describe the world as a tradable marketplace

that can be linked by money and efficiency. The metaphor

of communication as a means of transportation suggests the

exchangeability of information as well as the commodity character

of people. At the same time, we cannot ignore the sacredness

of communication activities for our sociocultural interactions,

integration, and emotional connections, as highlighted in the

ritual view of communication. Communication activities cannot be

ignored in the context of fan-culture communication communities,

where emotions and interests are core factors. The study of

fan culture is by no means limited to a uniform, simplistic

characterization and radical critique of fans. Fan culture is not just

a group or a mass cultural ecology but also an expression of and

pursuit of emotions by individuals.

The popularity of the media forms of music streaming

application platforms has created different types of access to

streaming movie music. When a series of fan community behaviors

appeared in the music comment section, the meaning of the film

and the music itself, which should have been there, changed.

The fan phenomenon can reflect the social mentality of the

younger generation in the current Chinese entertainment industry

chain, which in turn is the “vane” and “barometer” of social

development. Using sentiment analysis and keyword analysis,

this study examines the main types of “emotions” of today’s

popular fans and classifies them into four categories: idols, fan

communities, the self, and the outside world. Both positive and

negative emotions coexist. This study found that fans engage in

this kind of obligatory affective labor, creating a second-hand

exchange for personal spiritual enrichment and focusing more

on building and expressing emotions. In addition, as affective

laborers, they not only form group symbols because of their

shared emotions and concerns but also gain a sense of belonging

to a fan community. Fan identity provides individuals with an

opportunity for identity “mobility.” Through fans’ individual and

group identities, individuals can enrich, extend, and transform

their self-concepts, thereby enhancing their sense of belonging

to a group through social support. Individuals can even gain a

sense of accomplishment through fan behavior, which is difficult

to obtain in daily life. These are positive experiences that a fan

culture brings people. Grossberg (1992) suggests that fans explore

and shape their own subjective emotions in cultural practices

and that the unity of the “producer-consumer” identity allows

them to move beyond mere incorporation and resistance to

the formation and reorganization of identity in everyday life in

strange performances.

However, over time, a single social role may put people

under more psychological strain and may not meet their

greater psychological needs for self-diversity and self-actualization.

Through the fan phenomenon, we can observe how the high

degree of “mobility” of identity present today, together with the

growth of the Internet technology sector, can have a positive

influence on people’s psychology. Fan-controlled comments

have drawn attention owing to their rapid emergence and

influence as a type of behavioral expression of fan culture. By

examining the logic and psychological motives of fan-controlled

comments, it is easy to find that the time and energy of fan

groups are consumed, their emotions are controlled, and their

behavior is restrained; however, the direct purpose they want

to achieve is not accomplished. The seemingly active choice

is trapped in alienated labor, bound, and controlled by the

power of all parties. In this light, the psychological needs

and motivations of individuals behind the fan phenomenon

are crucial for building a healthy society and are worthy of

further reflection.

6.1. Research limitations

First, the scope of the study was narrow. This study considers

Wang Yibo’s fan base as the main research object and focuses

on the comment control behavior of fans on the QQ Music

platform, not considering other social media platforms, such as

Weibo and TikTok. Different social media platforms will reflect

different characteristics; using QQ Music as the sole platform

will lead to a certain limitation of research results. Second, the

research methods used in this study were sentiment and keyword

analyses, among which keyword analysis was easily influenced by

personal subjectivity, which may have undermined the objectivity

and scientific rigor of the study to a certain extent. In addition,

the research in this study is not thorough enough, focusing only

on the comment control behavior of Wang Yibo’s fan group,

and fails to consider the relationship between the parties behind

comment control by fans in a comprehensive manner. However,

there is still a need to study this phenomenon in a larger and more

thorough framework.
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